We give a new proof of several basic properties of plurisubharmonic functions on C ~ by making a systematic use of the notion of Dirichlet forms associated with closed positive currents of bidegree (n-1, n-1). We further extend some of the properties stochastically and also exhibit some specific sample path behaviours of the related conformal diffusions. In the classical case that n= 1, there are notions of the Lapiace operator, the Green function, the Dirichlet integral and the Brownian motion, each of which is known to play an equivalent role to the subharmonic function in classical potential theory. In higher complex dimensions, we may think of the family of the above mentioned Dirichlet forms and the family of the conformal diffusions as the counterparts of the Dirichlet integral and Brownian motion respectively. Thus we may well expect that the Dirichlet space theory initiated by Beurling and Deny ([4] is a positive distribution for any ~ E C n and u(z) = inf V-ess sup u(z'), zED, U(z) z ' E U(z) 
We give a new proof of several basic properties of plurisubharmonic functions on C ~ by making a systematic use of the notion of Dirichlet forms associated with closed positive currents of bidegree (n-1, n-1). We further extend some of the properties stochastically and also exhibit some specific sample path behaviours of the related conformal diffusions. In the classical case that n= 1, there are notions of the Lapiace operator, the Green function, the Dirichlet integral and the Brownian motion, each of which is known to play an equivalent role to the subharmonic function in classical potential theory. In higher complex dimensions, we may think of the family of the above mentioned Dirichlet forms and the family of the conformal diffusions as the counterparts of the Dirichlet integral and Brownian motion respectively. Thus we may well expect that the Dirichlet space theory initiated by Beurling and Deny ( [4] , [8] ) should work intrinsically in understanding and developing the theory related to the plurisubharmonic function.
First of all we describe the preliminary notions and notations. Let 
= -f u~(z) dV(z), C~,(E)
EcD.
This type of set function was considered by Cegrell [5] , Bedford-Taylor [3] and also in [10] , [11] . A set NeD is said to be pluri-negligible if there exists a locally uniformly bounded family of psh functions such that, denoting the upper envelope of the family by u and the upper regularization of u by u*, N is contained in the set {zED: u(z)<u*(z)}. A set NcC" is called pluripolar if each z E N admits a neighbourhood U(z) and a function pE~9(U(z)) such that NN U(g)cp-I(-~176 We shall write EccD to indicate that/~ is a compact subset of D.
Given a closed positive current 0 of bidegree (n-1, n-l), we let
~~ ~) = fDdCp^cle~^O, cp, ~pE Co(D).
(1.1) ~o is then a non-negative definite real symmetric bilinear form on C~(D) satisfying a specific Markovian property and local property (see Appendix (w 9) for these properties). In accordance with the authors' previous paper [12] , we use the following term. If terms "~~ and "~~ will be used in relation to the capacity defined by the metric ~0(q~, cp)= ~0(q~, q~)+(q~, qg)L2(O;m) ( [9] ).
From w 3 to w 6 of the present paper, we make use of the Dirichlet forms ~0 for suitably chosen currents 0 to prove the five properties of psh functions listed below which have played quite important roles in resolving complex Monge-Amp6re equations ([1] . [3] , [7] , [11] ), in developing the relevant potential theory ( [3] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] ) and also in the study of conformal diffusions ( [10] . [11] , [12] 
. v (") E ~(D) n L~o~(D).

u, VE~b(D), (ddCu)"<.(ddCv) ", liminf(u(~)-v(~))~>0 =~ u(z)~v(z), zED. ~--)OD
(.P.4) pluripolarity of pluri-negligible sets. (P.5) C~,'quasi'continuity of psh functions. The first four properties were obtained in Bedford-Taylor [3] by using the property (P.6) CaT-quasi-continuity of psh functions, where the set function CBT (which we call the Bedford-Taylor capacity) is defined by T o:s p{f 1 / for compact sets E~D. The property (P.5) was derived in [10] also from (P.6). But our present method of proving the listed five properties does not require (P.6). As we see in w 4 the notions of quasi-continuity in CBT and C~ are actually equivalent.
Given It will be seen in w 2 that, if fl is given by
then the pair (0, V) is admissible. This choice of the underlying measure (rather than
O^ddr 2) will be crucial in later applications.
In w 3, we give a new proof of the property (P. I) as a straightforward application of the analytical results of w 2. We further present a variant of (P. 1) by generalizing the factor v t~ and thereby prove the right directedness of the space of subsolutions of a Monge-Ampere equation. From w 4 however, we add probabilistic considerations in terms of the diffusion process M~ ~ associated with the Dirichlet space (aM-~ g0). M s is called conformal because the stochastic process (Z t, P~ is a conformal martingale for each z ( [10, 11, 12] ).
A stochastic extension of the minimum principle (P.3) has been given in [11] by employing the stochastic boundary limits along sample paths of the conformal diffusion M e for fl given by
We show in w that an analogous extension of the comparison theorem (P.2) is possible. But this time we take, as an underlying measure, the Lebesgue measure V rather than O^ddC[z[ 2. Our result of w 4 will imply yet another version of Theorem 2 of
Turning to the proof of (P.4) and (P.5), we denote by ~6 ~ the Dirichlet form on
The associated conformal diffusion is denoted by M~ ~,P~). In w we shall prove the properties (P.4) and (P. In w 6, we prove (P.4) and (P.5) as direct applications of the upper estimate of w 5 and the continuity property (P. l). C# then becomes a Choquet capacity by (P.4), and (1.5) extends from compact sets to Borel sets. The expression (1.5) for compact E has been shown in [12] for a slightly different family of diffusions M 0') but the very validity of the property (P.4) was presupposed in [12] . We emphasize that the probabilistic argument in w 5 involves only an elementary principle in the diffusion theory--the stochastic super-mean-valued property of ~-superharmonic functions, which is formulated in the appendix (w 9) in the framework of the general Dirichlet space theory for the sake of convenience for reference. This principle was also utilized in the direct proof of (P.3) in [11] . The probabilistic argument in w to prove (P.2) is even simpler in that it only involves computations of resolvents.
The expression (1.5) means that a set is pluripolar iff it is unattainable by the diffusion M 0') for any p E ~+(D). In w 7, we consider a simple example where O : {z ~ C2: Izll2+lzzl 2 < 3} E= {zEC2: yl =Y2=0, Ixd< 1, Ixzl< 1}, (1.6) E is not pluripolar but polar with respect to the Newtonian capacity of R 4. We can see that the conformal diffusion M ~ associated with p(z)= 89 2 (E ~+(D)) is actually attainable to the set E. We explain how the typical sample path of M ~ behaves differently from R4-Brownian motion.
Up to w 7, we deal with the minimum Dirichlet space ~0 in the sense that Co(D) is a core of ~-~. w 8 concerns the behaviours of g~O(q~, 7)) for q0, 7) E C~(/)). We study a related closability and related inequalities involving a surface integral. The authors would like to express their gratitude to professor P. Malliavin who first called their attention to the relation between Dirichlet forms and psh functions. They also owe to Professor C. O. Kiselman for stimulating discussions on the subject of w w 2. Basic relations between S ~ and ~9(D)
Given a closed positive current 0 of bidegree (n-: 1, n-1), we define the bilinear form S ~ on Co(D ) by (1.1). An integration by parts yields 
In view of (2.6), {ak} is bounded and bk. t---~0 as k, l---> ~. Therefore (2. 
Hence it is enough to show that {~0k} is $~ To this end, we first assume that 0k is increasirig. 
. ^ddev (") under monotone limits
The first half of this section is devoted to the proof of the property (P. 1). We only use Lemma 2.1, Theorem 2.2, Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.5 of w 2.
. A ddCv (") = ddCv (il) A ddCv (i2) A .. . A ddCv (i~ where (is, i 2 ..... in) is any permutation of(I, 2, ..., n).
Proof. We first show
where 0 is a closed positive current of bidegree (n-2, n-2). It suffices to prove
for any r/E Co(D), because the left hand side of (3.2) equals the integral of ~/against the left hand side of (3.1) and, on the other hand, we can interchange v (i)' 6 in the integral of the right hand side of (3.2).
Take a function ~ E Co(D) such that ~= 1 on supp [7] . Take A large enough so that o--Alzl2-rl6~dD). Rewriting r/ as rl=Alzl2-O and introducing the closed positive currents 01, 02 of bidegree (n-l, n-l) by Oj=AddClzl2AO, Oz=ddCeAO, we have
tfDrlddCv(t),~AddC(v(Z).~'-v(2),6)AO I
= Jo d(~v(')' 6) A dC(~v (z)' 6'_~v(2), ~) A ddCrl A 0
< which tends to zero as 6', 6 $ 0 by virtue of Lemma 2.1, proving (3.2). Lemma 3.1 is a consequence of (3.1). For instance, denoting by 0 a closed positive current of bidegree (n-3,n-3), we have f,,Taao: aac: ~o also extends to a~4and, in the remainder of this section, ~0 will denote this specific extension. Applying Theorem 2.2 to (0, V), ~0 is seen to be well defined on the linear span of and (3, 9) and, for each m=0, 1 ..... n-1 and r/E Co(D),
is evident when V~k ~ and v (~ satisfy the former condition of (i) and it is also clear in the latter case because the difference of the integrals of the both sides of (3.9) equals, in view of (3.7),
~~ ~v (~ ~v (1))
for 0 = ddCv(2)^.., n ddCv (n), ~ E Co, ~ = 1 on supp [r/], and then (3.8) applies.
As for the proof of (3.10), we can make the same reduction as in the proof of 
For simplicity we denote 0(k re+l) and 0 (re+l} by 0 k and 0 respectively. Thus what we must show is
By Schwarz' inequality, we have In case that {0~ ~} is decreasing in k, we have in the same way
In view of (3.13), (3.14) and (3.14)', it only remains to show
Assume first that {v~ )} is increasing in k. Then we have already seen in the proof of Theorem 2.3 the inequality
But this time we go on further in performing a similar computation:
which is not greater than
by the same reason as in the preceding computation. Using Lemma 3. I and the above argument repeatedly, we see that the right hand side of (3.16) is dominated by Now let 6 $ 0. Then by (3.6), we get Although we do not state it explicitly, our method of the proof of Lemma 2. I, Theorem 2.2, Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 3.2 suggests the possibility of extending these assertions by replacing the local boundedness condition for psh functions with certain local integrability conditions. However the monotonicity assumption for the sequences of psh functions in these statements is essential. See Cegrell [6] Since u-v is bounded on G, the supports of the one dimensional measures dF k and dF are concentrated on a common finite interval. Hence we see from (3.18) that dF k converge weakly to dF as k---> ~.
Choose positive e I $ 0 so that each e I is a continuous point of the measure dF. for any ~"'~ wE ~ff"'162 9 Here ( , )sk denotes the inner product of
ddCw ^ 0 ~, e = (ddCu), _ (ddCO), implies that w is ~U' e-quasi-continuous and -~"" e(w, cp) = fo cP{(ddCu)"-(ddCO)"}' -E ~u, e
LZ(SI,, V).
Since R~ l(z)=0 for ~u'e-q.e. 
fs(ddCu)" ~a ( Rk~ l(dd~v)"+a fs H~w(z)dV(z).
JSk k (4.9)
lim H i w(z) , o za%^O = E z' (e lim w(ZQ) k---~ oo k--. oo = E~" ~(e-a~Sw(Z~);rs < ~)+E~' ~162 lim w(Zt); r s = oo).
The first term of the last expression vanishes for V-a.e. z ED because w is ~"'~-quasicontinuous and so w(Zt) is continuous at r s P~'~ on {rs<~ } for V-a.e. zED. The second term also vanishes for V-a.e. z ED on account of (4.6). We let k---~oo in (4.9) and use the monotone convergence theorem to the first member of the right hand side and the bounded convergence theorem to the second one (at this stage the finiteness of V(D) is used), we arrive at fs(ddCu)">~afsRSl(ddCv)n. This is essentially the same as Theorem 2 of [11] except that the underlying measure OAddClzl 2 for the Dirichlet forms ~0 in [11] is now replaced by the Lebesgue measure V. Of course Theorem 4.3 implies the minimum principle (P.3).
In the remainder of this section, we state some applications of properties (P.2) and (P. 
EccD.
We now mention an application of (4.10) and (P. there exists an open set E with z E E=D and u is CBr-quasi-continuous on E.
The C#-quasi-continuity is defined analogously. It is also a local property owing to Since the quasi-continuity is a local property, we get the equivalence of (i) and (ii) from this.
Observe now that the set function CBOT is decreasing in D, while C ~ is increasing.
Hence we can conclude that (i) and ( for 6>0. The associated objects ~(P), ~--(P), Cap ~~ and P~) with this specific p E ~+(D)
will be denoted by ~(/r ~r,~), Cap(r,~), and P~'~) respectively.
THEOREM 5.2. If D is a bounded strongly pseudo-convex domain and K is a compact subset of D, then
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, u E is an ~(r'a)-quasi-continuous element of ~lo~(x' a) and
~(r, a)(uE, cp) = -f cpdd Cu E ^ (ddCp)~-a, for q0 E C o (D).
3o 
for any 6>0 with y6<l.
Proof. Let er(z) =P~r' a) (or< ~), z E D. Then Theorem 5.2 reads
Cn(K)~(e x, l)L2+2(n--1) y0 V(D).
Since goza) satisfies the bound (2.11), we can use formulae (9.7) and (9.11) of the Appendix to get (er, 1)L2 = g~K. a)(er, G1) ~< ~/Cap (s a)(K) X / g~r, ~)(G1, GI).
But the second factor of the last expression is dominated by
( 2 ~ V(D) ) 1/2 4~-1 n!6n-I
according to the bound (2.11). q.e.d. (ii) For any set E~D,
C~,(E) = inf {C~,(O): O is open, ODE).
( (iv) trivial, q.e.d.
We are now ready to prove properties (P.4) and (P.5). The proof is based on the upper estimate of C~, in Proposition 5.5 and the continuity property (P. 1). Let us first
give the proof of (P.5). See the latter half of w for the precise definition of quasicontinuity. Because of the countable subadditivity of C~, shown above, the C**-quasicontinuity is a local property. 
C~*(Ok) <~ T + R(6). (6.2)
Let p* be the upper regularization of the function p =limk_ += Pk" Since Pk is increasing in k, p=p* V-a.e. and v k decreases to v. Theorem 3.2 implies that the integral in (6.2) tends to zero as k--~oo. Therefore by letting k-->oo in (6.2) and then 6 $ 0, we arrive at lim C~(Ok) = 0. (6,3) k___, oo which means that v is a C#-quasi-uniform limit of continuous functions v h and hence v is Ca-quasi-continuous on D.
q.e.d.
Only a slight modification of the above proof leads us also to the property (P.4).
Let N~D be pluri-negligible. In order to get the pluripolarity of N, it suffices to show for the present open sets O k. Since Kk,j={Vk--Ukj>~2+l/j}, j>k, is compact and increases to O h asj---,oo, we proceed exactly in the same way as in the preceding proof to obtain the inequality (6.2) with v in the right hand side being replaced now by u k. We then let k---~oo. Since u k increases to u* V-a.e. and v k decreases to u*, we again achieve C# is an outer capacity by Lemma 6.1 (ii). To prove that C# is a Choquet capacity, it is therefore enough to show Ej ]' E ~ C#(E) = sup Ca(Ej). (
ii) Cap~ for any p E ~+(D).
(iii) There exists a Boret set E'~E such that
P~z)(OE,<Oo)=O V-a.e. zED foranypE~+(D).
Moreover, each of the above conditions for E is independent of the choice of the reference set D which is bounded open.
Proof. The next lemma will be refered to in w 7. Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 6.6 and the bound f.e(dd'q)n<~8llqll~ Cap~ which follows from (2.12) and (9.9). q.e.d. The above intuitive description could be made rigorous if one constructs the diffusion (Z, P~)) by the method of skew products as in Ikeda-Watanabe [14] . We next establish a Poincar6 type inequality and a trace inequality involving and an integral on OD. First of all, we assume that D is a bounded domain defined as D= {r< 1 } by a non-negative smooth psh function r on a neighbourhood of/) such that dr*O on 0/9 and 0 is a smooth closed positive differential form on /) of bidegree (n-l,n-1). dCrAO then induces a non-negative surface element on aD (denoted by dCr A0 again) and we may consider the following three integrals of r for q0 E C=(/~) with respect to three non-negative measures: 
faow(z)ds(z)=fo~oddCr^O+fo(1-r)ddCw^O, q~EC=(l~). (8.8)
Further the inequalities (8.4) and (8.5) persist to hold if we interpret S(q02) as the integral of q~2 by the measure s on ~D.
Proof. For q0 E C| we define S(q~) by the right hand side of (8. We now recall a few facts from w 4.4 of [9] . For a Borel set EcX, we let ~e = {qo E,~: t~ =0 q.e. onX-E}. (9.1) q3 being a quasi-continuous version of q0. Using the hitting time
. oE=inf{t>O:XtEE}, we define, for x E X and a > O.
H~cp(x) -c, oE
= E~(e ~(x~)). 
